VOLUNTEER POSITION DESCRIPTION
COMPANION PARROTS RE-HOMED

Position Title: Off-site Event Representative

Purpose: Publicize CPR and educate the public about parrot husbandry. Event volunteers set up, manage and take down CPR’s presentation, as well as transport and monitor any birds that will be attending.

Location: Various locations throughout the community

Key Responsibilities:

• Pick up the Event suitcase from Parrot University prior to the event
• Pick up and transport birds from Parrot University to and from event, if they are attending
• Check in with the event manager and set up the table
• Greet and engage the public
• Provide information about CPR programs and services, including adoption and education
• Accept and process donations
• Supervise birds at all time and monitor for signs of stress
• Take down display at end of event and return all materials and birds to Parrot University

Responsible to: Event Coordinator and/or Event Lead

Time Commitment: Varies by event, which are primarily held on weekends

Qualifications:

• Attend ‘Parrot 101’ and ‘Avian Health & Medicine’ classes at Parrot University. Attendance of additional classes at Parrot University preferred and may be required depending upon bird.
• Pleasant manner and a desire to work with the public
• Prior experience owning a parrot or being the caregiver of a parrot preferred

Dress Code: CPR shirt preferred